Seashells of North America: A Guide to Field Identification. by R. Tucker Abbott. See Customer Reviews. A MUCH more advanced field guide than the Golden First Guides, this lists over 600 shells in all and will quickly identify any strange seashell you happen to find beachcombing. This guide contains: Augor shells, chitons, whelks, limpets, and many other valuable collectibles. Each shell species entry has a description added to the side, explaining: abundance, range, and habitat. After the first Golden Guide to Seashells intrigues you, try your luck out with this field reference. There are several editions made of this guide, from cheap paperback to hardcore turtleback. No AccessNew Biological Books. Seashells of North America. A Guide to Field Identification. R. Tucker Abbott. Peterson Field Guide to Moths of Northeastern North America (Peterson Field Guides) by David Beadle Paperback $21.25. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. FREE Shipping on orders over $25.00. Details. “This is a wonderful field guide for those interested in studying the fascinating world of caterpillars in the backyard, parks, woods and fields around us.” —Robert E. Hoopes, Wildlife Activist. “David Wagner has produced a user-friendly field guide that goes well beyond anything else available.” —The Quarterly Review of Biology. I did not notice that the Caterpillar book of eastern North America had “field guide” in small print. It was by the same publisher, so I assumed it would be a large book with print that was legible!! They need to also publish this in a readable version.